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From Student Markets to Credential

Markets: The Creation of the Regents
Examination System in New York State,
1864-1890

Nancy Beadie

In 1864 the Regents ofthe University ofthe State of New York announc
their intention to develop a system of competitive examinations for st
dents at academies and high schools across the state. Aimed both at stren
ening those institutions and at stimulating the ambitions of students, t

exams would provide "positive evidence of actual merit" in learning

instruction. On the basis of the exams the Regents would then distribu
state funds to institutions and award "promotions and honors" to stude
Thus New York launched the first state-wide system of standardized ex
inations and performance-based credentials in the country.1
Specifically, the Regents created two sets of state examinations an
credentials. The first set of examinations, implemented in 1866, culmin

ed in a "preliminary academic certificate" intended to mediate admi
to higher schooling. The second set, implemented in 1878, culminat
"intermediate certificates" and "diplomas" intended to serve as exit

dentials. Together the two sets of exams promised to rationalize relatio

ships among institutions and levels of instruction in what the Reg

envisioned as "one great and harmonious system" of schooling.2
In developing these examinations the Regents built on the experien
of urban public high schools. As other scholars have shown, individual ur
high schools administered competitive admission exams as early as the l

Nancy Beadie is assistant professor in the area of Educational Leadership and Policy St
at the University of Washington. She would like to thank Cathy Taylor, Robert Hempe
the Quarterly^ anonymous reviewers for their criticisms and suggestions on earlier ve

of this article.

1Annual Report ofthe Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York (Albany: Com

and Cassidy, 1864): 19-22. The Regents explicitly noted that their examination system
new experiment for the state and for the country (Ibid., 1866: 18-19). Today New York
tinues to grant special Regents diplomas to students based on their performance on stat
Regents exams.

2The basic terms ofthe Regents examination system are described in Franklin B. Hou
Historical and Statistical Record ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York During the Century

1184 to 1884 (Albany: Weed, Parsons & Co., 1885): 456-8 and 842-46.
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1830s.3 In New York, however, a state agenc
egy of standardizing the norms of academic
student culture from school to school and f
ofthe examination system explained that such
the currency of academic credentials, much a
the currency of financial notes. The creatio
ket thus became an explicit objective of the
The creation of the Regents system of ex

ship to the emergence of credential markets
Other scholars have examined the rise of co
the emergence of credential markets.4 In so
of this change in school culture remain obsc
and chronology ofthe emergence of credent
Why did a competitive culture of academic

How and when did academic credentials ac

scholars have suggested some answers to the
prove problematic in some respects. The New
tunity to gain some new perspectives on suc
As a case, New York is both exceptional a
stands out, first of all, in the degree to wh
and funded higher schooling in the antebell
independently chartered academies received
students to qualified higher institutions of

York is exceptional in the system of state

5See especially David Labaree, The Making ofan Am
Market and the Central High School of Philadelphia,
Press, 1988) and William Reese, The Origins of the A
University Press, 1995).
4David Labaree, The Making ofan American High S
compulsions of economic relations': Markets and th
Policy 6:2 (Summer, 1992): 180-205;" Hogan, "To Be
dentialing and 'the Silent Compulsion of Economic Re
the Present," History of Education Quarterly 36:3 (Fa
lic Goods, Private Goods: The American Struggle over
tional Research Journal 34:1 (Spring, 1997):29-81 and i

Really Learning: the Credentials Race in American Educa
1997); David K. Brown, Degrees of Control: A Sociology o

Credentialism (New York: Teachers College Press, 199

Society: An Historical Sociology of Education and Stratifi

sAlthough academies were ubiquitous institutions
and though state-chartered academies and even state s
states; New York had the largest and most elaborate s
of academies in the country. Other systems of state s
vania's and Connecticut's. See Thomas Woody, A Histo

States, [1929] 2 vols. (New York, Octagon Books, 1
Academy in Connecticut, 1780-1850," Ph.D. disserta
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From Student Markets to Credential Markets 3

instituted in the postbellum period. Precisely bec
supporting higher schooling through a central st
able to standardize academic criteria for higher sc

than other states.

At the same time that the Regents' system m
tional, however, it also allows closer study of cha
than is possible for other places. When public hig
in the 1850s and 60s, they too reported to the Re
were an agency of continuity between the pay-as
bellum academies and the competitive academic c

urban high school. In this way, the Regents prov
as well as a bank of comparative data for explori

and its consequences.

Data compiled from annual reports submitted
schools to the Regents supply core evidence fo
ing on previous research analyzing the expansion

the antebellum era, the essay compares higher sch

and after creation ofthe Regents examinations

ments of Regents officials and other educators s
the rationales for changes in state policy and the
changes. The essay proceeds with: 1) an account o
examination system in the 1850s and 60s; 2) an as

the preliminary examination from 1866 to 18
development of advanced examinations from
cussion of the implications of the New York c
emergence of credential markets.

Origins ofthe Regents Examination System

The development ofa system of state-standard
credentials occurred as part of a larger change in

ture of higher schooling in New York. Since
moted higher schooling through independently
operated under the authority of the New York

6Nancy Beadie, "Market-Based Policies of School Fund
ry ofthe New York Academy System," Educational Policy 1
For the present essay time slice comparisons of Regents en
were analyzed by institution for 1860, 1865, 1870, 1875, 18
were examined for 1890. (Changes in examination and fu
make the 1881 data more useful for examining development
1880 data would be.)
7The most complete study of higher schooling in New Y

ry is provided by George Frederick Miller, The Academy Syste

J.B. Lyons Co., 1922). Other descriptions ofthe Regents s
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academies depended for funding primarily o
per pupil subsidies from the state. In 1853,
lature began promoting the organization of
depended primarily on local taxes for fundi
state subsidies. In effect, then, two political
operated in New York after 1853.8 The Rege
standardized examinations and credentials in
cal economy of higher schooling.
Initially, the legislation allowing for the o

high schools had little impact on academi
tion, the 1853 act specified the terms upo

more adjoining local school districts could ch

es of forming a "union free school" and

department." That department would be gov

would also be subject to "all the regulation

by said Regents."9 In the first decade after t
nized only twenty-two academical departme
half of these constituted new departments.

adopted by union districts for the purpose.

demic departments continued to charge t

other words, academical departments operat

Beginning in 1864, however, revisions in
stantially increased the impact of district hi
my system. Specifically, the 1864 "Act to re
acts relating to Public Instruction" establishe
intendent of Public Instruction over the hir

of local school districts, including the ac

schools.11 This legislation thus increased the
dent over higher schooling, an authority th

and Statistical Record; Frank C. Abbott, Government Pol
Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York, 1784

1958); Edward Herring O'Neil, "Private Schools and Pu
in Upstate New York, 1800-1860" (PhD. dissertation,
gen Herbst, "The Regents ofthe University ofthe Sta
Education Emerges in the New Nation" in The Colonia
Novoa, Marco Depaepe and Erwin V. Johanningmei

(1995):317-333.

8For further discussion ofthe terms upon which aca

see Beadie, "Market-Based Policies."

9"An Act to provide for the establishment of unio
ofNew York (Albany: Little & Co., 1853), ch. 433, 76
419.

10Miller, New York Academy System, 45, 53. Annua

u"An Act to revise and consolidate the general act
May 1864, Laws ofNew York, (Albany: Van Bethuysen
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From Student Markets to Credential Markets 5

the Regents and to independent boards of truste

the legislation in 1867 explicitly abolished tuitio

district schools. Requiring that all academic d
effectively sealed their competitive advantage

their eventual dominance as a form of higher sch
lowing the passage of this legislation, some 75 to
ments of union schools took form; at the same ti

declined. By the 1880s the number of high sc

of academies.13

In response to these changes, the Regents s

their role with respect to higher schooling, focu

that aspect over which the union school legisl

their authority. As specifled by the law, the acad

schools remained under the Regents' jurisdiction
ulation of academic study and the "qualification
to such study. Concurrent with passage ofthe 18
announced a plan to institute a system of academ
tificates to determine "qualifications for entran
study.

The Regents' plan addressed problems in the existing academy sys?
tem as well as conflict between that academy system and the district-based
system of higher schooling. Soon after the first high school legislation passed
in 1853, the Regents solicited and published a critique ofthe existing sys?
tem. Writing in 1854, Ira B. Sayles of Rushford Academy criticized com?
petition among institutions within the existing academy system. Because

academies "stand in relation to each other in a state of competition and
rivalry," Sayles declared, hundreds of thousands of dollars annually were
wasted on the duplication of educational efforts in some areas of the state,
while other large districts remained "wholly unprovided for." Meanwhile,
many institutions struggled to survive, as the initial funds provided by "rival

villages and rival denominations" to organize academies proved insuffi-

cient.14

In addition to problems with the distribution of resources, Sayles identified curricular incoherence and the over-promotion of students as prob-

l2"An Act to amend an act entitled 'An act to revise and consolidate the general acts
relating to public instruction,' passed May second, eighteen hundred and sixry-four, and to
abolish rate bills authorized by special act," Laws ofNew York, (Albany: Weed, Parson & Co.,
1867), 16 Apr. 1867, ch. 406, 90th sess., 964-976.
"In 1881 the Regents reported 168 high schools under its visitation and 98 indepen?
dent academies, as opposed to 147 academies and 95 academic departments in 1875-76. Annu?
al Report ofthe Regents (1882), xi. See also Herbst, "The Regents," 325.
,4Ira B. Sayles, "Rushford Academy," Annual Report ofthe Regents (1855), 276-82. After
indicating some of his criticisms ofthe existing academy system in his 1854 report, Sayles was
apparently invited to write an essay for publication in the next Regents report elaborating his
argument.
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lems. Regarding the curriculum, he declared th
kind of matter to be taught from term to ter
its presentation, and confusion in the quantity
from a lack of knowledge among principals or
steadiness and persistence in students' pursuit
so great are the difficulties continually impedi
al course, that most trustees and teachers actu
one, and abandon themselves wholly to the for
same time, the state's policy of awarding funds
pursuing higher studies led to over-promotion

policy institutions had an incentive to bring "s
dents into higher studies "who should be anyw
Addressing these problems, the Regents fir
examination system as a means of improving t
annual Regents' funds. The current method, th

produce the amount of good which the peop

Originally, with public education still "in compa
distributed funds with the intent of "stimulat
schooling. Now that academic institutions were
time had come to modify that purpose and int

in the distribution of Regents' funds. Specifica
make the distribution of funds depend upon m
petition and comparative examination." In addi
ors" might be made to depend on such examina
In support of this proposal for introducing
distributing state funds, the Regents cited exa
competitive examinations gave "that thoroughn
lic education that was lacking in the United St

academies and colleges should be seen togeth
part of "one great and harmonious system"

serve "as incentives, as objects of admiration, e
lower schools. As further evidence of this salu
academic examinations could be expected to hav
Regents then cited the examples of existing fre

in six New York cities?Troy, Utica, Syracu

New York. In these cities pupils gained admitta
the basis of competitive examinations and by s
to higher grades of the curriculum. This syste
ficial effects not only "in the direct power of t
also in stimulating among common school pupi
of careful study, intellectual progress, and goo

15Ibid.

16Annual Report ofthe Regents (1864), 19-22.
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The idea that competitive examinations w

higher achievement in lower schools echoed th
had been making in favor of graded schools sin
mon school era.17 In this case, however, the Re

a common system of competitive academic e
Moreover, at the same time as they standar
geographically, from place to place, they als

morphologically, across institutional type. The

tem would integrate academies (and colleges

schooling and bring the whole system of both
under the single academic authority of the Reg

Following this official announcement of i

the Regents developed a more detailed plan for

tem would work. Specifically, the Regents pro

of academies and union schools into two clas
academic. The preparatory department woul

"preliminary studies" in the common branches

completion of those studies students would

areas: arithmetic, geography, grammar, and sp
be the same for all academies and union schools

over the same two-day period at all institution
all sections ofthe examination, they would rece
sion to the academic class." On the basis of tha
gain admission to "academic" studies in "the hi
the classics, or both, at any academy or academ

The certificate would thus have an establishe
New York educational system.

Not all parties greeted this experiment with
committee appointed to assess the administrati
year outlined some of these concerns. As expla
principal problem arose from the conditions of
Simply put, the conditions of schooling favored
towns and cities than in rural districts. As a r

expected to receive "more than their share" of
tice . .. to academies in rural districts." In larg

attended graded schools in which they prog

according to a fixed plan of study. This course

!7See Reese, Origins, 38-58 and 80-102 and James L. LeL
Pedagogy, Self, and Society in North Carolina, 1880-1920 (C

olina Press, 1996).

18"Ordinance relative to the Examination and Classification of Scholars and the Dis?

tribution ofthe Literature Fund," 27 July 1864 reprinted Franklin B. Hough, Historical and

Statistical Record, 456-8.
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specifically with the Regents' examination i
directly for the examination. Moreover, in
could be examined immediately upon comple
while they still retained the subject matter.
pupils often could attend school only in the w
from rural districts often entered academies
al years after leaving the district schools. H
tary branches for years before being examin
would not perform as well as students in urb
ularly from grade to grade. Finally, some ac

rigid ordeal for admission as academic sch

such students from these academies."19

Those objections illuminate important iss
efforts at standardization. From one perspec
radic attendance patterns by academies cons

my system. From another perspective, ho
the conditions of life for many students and

er study. Adoption of the Regents' examinat

of urban norms of attendance and an urb

vidual student achievement. Furthermore, it
benefits in accordance with those norms.

These issues did not dissuade the Regen

examination; indeed the Board seemed to reg

evidence of the necessity for change. Over t
actually made the exam more difficult and v

orous.20 Attendance at academies and high

the pursuit of academic study became more
preparation expected of students pursuing hi
tutions. Despite the success ofthe preliminary
however, the Regents never acquired the kin
envisioned over who gained admittance to h

over, some of the effects predicted by ob
came to pass.

Consequences ofthe Preliminary Examina

One ofthe most pronounced and predicta
ination policy was a dramatic decline in the

ified as academic scholars according to the

19Annual Report ofthe Regents (1867), 565-7.
20One modification the Regents made in the late 186
be forwarded to them for verification of results rath
institution's own examining committee. This resulted
students certified as academic scholars.
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the decade, in 1860, a total of 36,951 students en

tions. Of these 60 percent qualified as having
classical studies and thus earned their institut
1866, the first year in which the Regents adm

demic examinations, the total number of studen
about the same as in 1860, but the number of st

ic scholars, and thus eligible for funding, dec

the total enrollment. Between 1866 and 1870, as
rigor ofthe exam and its procedures for verifica

portion of academic scholars declined further

all academy students qualified to earn their inst
literature fund. This figure remained low in 187

ly to 31 percent in 1881 and 1885.21 (See Table
Table 1

Changes in Enrollment
for the Regents System as a Whole

Source: Annual Report ofthe Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York

(Albany, 1861, 1867, 1871, 1876, 1882, 1886).
1W# Academic Scholars" refers to the number of students qualified as academic scholars by the
Regents and thus qualified to earn their institutions per pupil funding from the state. Until
1866 this included all students pursuing "higher English" or "classical" studies for at least four
months ofthe year. Beginning in 1866, only students who passed the Regents preliminary
examination qualified as academic scholars.
2"# in Higher Studies" refers to the total number of students pursuing higher studies, regardless of whether they passed the preliminary examination. For the period before 1866, the num?

ber of qualified academic scholars is used for this category. After implementation of the
preliminary examination in 1866, many students continued to pursue higher studies even if
they had not passed the exam. For this period, then, this number includes both certified and
uncertified students pursuing higher studies. Data permitting calculation of this figure was
not collected by the Regents until after 1870. See note 29.

21Annual Report ofthe Regents (1871, 1875, 1882, 1886).
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This decline in the proportion of total stud

funding looks even more dramatie when ex
basis. In 1860, a median of 60 percent of stud

tion qualified for per-pupil funding, the same
as a whole. After the examination system wen

institutions enrolled qualified academic sch
portion for the system as a whole. In 1870,

institution's students qualified as academic sch
an declined even further to 19 percent, though

a whole stayed at 25 percent. Median figur

remained below the mean for the system as a
27 percent ofan institution's students qualifie
the proportion for the system as a whole clim
These low median figures in turn represen
tutional profiles. At some institutions all, or
had passed the examination, while at many on
100 percent ofthe students enrolled at the pu
and at three other academic departments of u
passed the Regents' examination. Beyond these
ment, certified academic scholars made up 75 p
ments at 14 (6 percent) ofthe institutions and

enrollment at 23 institutions (11 percent). All

proportions of academic scholars were pub
ported by common school districts, though

urban districts like Rochester. As time went
demic scholars correlated more strongly with
1881 academic scholars composed 75 percent o
11 institutions, including high schools in Tro

Rochester, Albany, Kingston, and Poughkee

end ofthe spectrum, academic scholars constit

the student body at 41 (20 percent) ofthe i
institutions (8 percent) in 1881. These insti
academic departments of union schools as

academies.22

Overall, the low proportions of students c
ars at most institutions suggest that state edu
and 1860s assessed the conditions of academic
tutions correctly. Before the state instituted
academic departments of union schools across

academic standards. As Ira Sayles put it in

tributing funds had brought "some, not to say

22Ibid., 1882.
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From Student Markets to Credential Markets 11

ies who should be anywhere else."23 At the same
liminary exam also proved correct. The new met
literature funds favored urban districts.

Beyond impacting the numbers of students co
ars and the distribution of state funds, the pre
second, more indirect, impact on the total num
academic institutions. In 1870, over 7,100 fewer s

and high schools in New York State than in 1860
sion ofthe numbers occurred during the Civil W

was not a war-time phenomenon. Rather, it r

state funding and regulatory policies that occur
The first significant drop of about 2,000 stu
after the first year of examinations. Another 2
each ofthe next two years. After 1869 the numb
though at a slower rate. The decline halted in 18
students. It took some time before they recover
In 1881 Regents' institutions still enrolled nearl

they had in 1860. Not until 1885 did total en

levels.25

Considering growth in the size of the total youth population during
this period, these enrollment figures represent substantial declines in the

proportion ofthe population served by higher schooling. Between 1860
and 1880 the number of youths aged 10-19 years increased by 26 percent
in New York State, yet the number of students enrolled in academies and
high schools declined by 16 percent. As historian Maris Vinovskis has shown,
the use of aggregate annual attendance data significantly understates the

numbers who ever attended higher schools, as it does not account for
turnover among students from one year to the next. Moreover, the use of
state-level data further understates the proportion of youths enrolled in

higher schooling in many localities, as it includes youth living in places
without academies or high schools as well as those living in towns that did

have such institutions. Nonetheless, by applying Vinovskis' town-based
method for estimating high school attendance rates to state level data, it is
possible to estimate that the proportion of 10- to 19-year-olds who attend?

ed New York academies and high schools declined from 13.3 percent in
1860 to 8.8 percent in 1880.26 (See Table 2.)

23Sayles (1855), 278.
24See year-by-year comparisons, 1860-1870 in Annual Report ofthe Regents (1871), xvii;

ibid. 1876, 1882 and 1886.

25See comparisons in Annual Report ofthe Regents (1881), xviii; and ibid. (1886), 11.
26Maris Vinovskis, "Have We Underestimated the Extent of Antebellum High School
Attendance?" History of Education Quarterly 28:4 (Winter, 1988):551-567. To address the prob?

lem of accurately estimating rates of high school attendance among youth from aggregate
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Table 2

Changes in the Proportion ofthe Relevant Age Cohort
Engaged in Higher Schooling

Sources: U.S. Department of Interior, Census Office, Eighth Census ofthe
United States (Washington, 1864); idem., Tenth Census ofthe United States
(Washington, 1883); idem., Report on Population ofthe United States at the

Eleventh Census: 1890, Part II, (Washington, 1897); Annual Report ofthe
Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York (Albany, 1861; 1882; 1891,

Vol. 3).

*Age categorizations for the 1870 census do not permit comparisons with other decades. Nor
did the Regents collect information in 1870 that permits comparison for the numbers of stu?
dents pursuing higher study. For these reasons, data for 1870 have been excluded.
2For the "Adjusted Cohort" the total age cohort has been corrected using the method developed by Maris Vinovskis for more accurately determining the number of children at risk of
attending higher schools some time in their youth. See note #26. Vinovskis, "Have We Under?
estimated the Extent of Antebellum High School Attendance?" History of Education Quarter?

ly 28:4 (Winter, 1988):551-67.

annual attendance data, Vinovskis matched individual level data from the schools in one town
for a six year period with individual level census data for that town in 1860. Extrapolating
from this case, Vinovskis determined that a good estimate of the proportion of high school
age youth who ever attended high school could be obtained by multiplying the number of stu?
dents aged 10 to 19 by .35 and then dividing the result into the aggregate annual enrollment
figure. Vinovskis performed this analysis on town level data rather than on the state level data
considered here. The use of state level data presumably results in lower estimates than the use
of town level data, as aggregate census figures include children residing in localities where no
academy or high school existed, as compared with Vinovskis' study, which focused specifically on towns that did have high schools. Vinovskis also developed his procedure based on
census and enrollment data for 1860. Using the same procedure with data from 1880 will not
result in estimates as accurate as those for 1860. However, the 1880 calculations should overstate rather than understate the proportion of youth attending higher schools. More students
persisted from term to term and year to year in 1880 than in 1860. Thus annual enrollment
data would be closer to the actual number of students ever attending high school from a par?
ticular age cohort, and would require a less drastic correction than for 1860. Population data
are derived from the U.S. Department of Interior, Census Office, Eighth Census ofthe United
States [1864] (New York: Norman Ross, 1990) and idem, Tenth Census ofthe United States,

1880, Vol. I [1883] (New York: Norman Ross, 1991).
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This decrease in the numbers of students enrol

tutions occurred on a school-by-school basis as
1860, before the major changes in school fundi

number of students enrolled per institution was 1
199. After 1867, however, when the state explicit

the numbers of academical departments of un

increase significantly, the enrollment sizes of aca

a steady and pronounced decline. Between 1860
ments declined from 158 students per year to

cent. Likewise, between 1870 and 1881 median enr

students to 105 per year, a decline of another 2

ments showed a slight recovery in 1885 at 112 stud
prewar levels. Although some of this decline in m
ed an increase in the numbers of Regents' institu
reflected an overall decline in total numbers of stu

(See Table 3.)

The simultaneous decline both in the total numbers of students enrolled

in academic institutions and in the proportion of those students counted as
academic scholars did not escape the attention of the Regents. As early as
1870 the Regents presented a table comparing annual enrollments over the

previous decade and remarked that since 1867 "the diminution in aggre?
gate enrollments has been constant and increasing." In conjunction with
these observations, the Regents offered three overlapping explanations.
First, they noted that four of the largest academies in the state had recent-

ly become normal schools, resulting in an effective withdrawal of their

enrollments from the numbers of students who attended academies and

high schools in the state. The Regents estimated that this might account
for as many as one thousand students, or about one seventh of the decline

in total enrollments experienced between 1866 and 1870. Second, the
Regents speculated that the law eliminating rate bills in 1867 had attract-

ed many students who once attended academies back to common schools.
Third, the Regents suggested that many ofthe students enrolled in academies
and high schools continued to pursue higher studies even if they had not

yet passed the Regents exam. Many students may have passed a portion but
not all of the preliminary examination, and others may have determined
that they could not afford the time to master preliminary studies before

going on to the higher branches. In other words, the Regents speculated
that even though total enrollments had declined, the numbers of students
pursuing higher study had not.28

27Median figures computed for full sets of academy data for these years. See note 5.
nAnnual Report ofthe Regents (1871), xvii.
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Table 3

Changes in Enrollment

Median Enrollments Per Institution

Source: Annual Report ofthe Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York

(Albany, 1861, 1867, 1871, 1876, 1882, 1886).
1U# Academic Scholars" refers to the number of students qualified as academic scholars by the
Regents and thus qualified to earn their institutions per pupil funding from the state. Until
1866 this included all students pursuing "higher English" or "classical" studies for at least four
months ofthe year. Beginning in 1866, only students who passed the Regents preliminary
examination qualified as academic scholars.
2To determine the median proportion of total students who qualified as academic scholars per
institution, the proportion was first determined for each individual institution. The figure
reported here is then the median of those individual proportions. This is not the same as dividing one median by another. Thus the figure in column 5 will not equal the division ofthe fig?
ure in column 4 by that in column 3.
3"# in Higher Studies" refers to the total number of students pursuing higher studies, regardless of whether they passed the preliminary examination. Data permitting calculation of this
figure was not collected by the Regents until after 1870. See Table I and note 29.

Data collected by the Regents at the time did not permit them to test
that hypothesis. Later, however, the Regents did collect information that
distinguished between the number of students who had passed the Regents
examination and pursued higher study, the number of students who had

not passed the examination but pursued higher studies anyway, and the
number of "preparatory scholars" who did not pursue higher study at all,
but enrolled in elementary subjects.29 These data show, first of all, that many
students did continue to pursue higher study despite not having acquired

certification of academic scholarship through the Regents' examination
process. As a rule, in fact, the number of students who pursued higher study

without having passed the exam exceeded the numbers of students who

29Ibid. (1876, 1882, 1886, 1891). The Regents collected data distinguishing between
these groups of students according to average attendance by terms rather than by total annu?

al enrollment. To determine total annual enrollments by group, average attendance figures
were divided by annual attendance rates for the student body as a whole.
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qualified for higher study by examination. N

higher level study in the late 1870s and early 18

had beenin 1860.

When certified and uncertified students enrolled in higher study are

considered together, the data show that a total of 3,030 fewer students
enrolled in higher study in 1875 than had in 1860. Absolute numbers recovered somewhat between 1875 and 1881 but still remained 7 percent below

the total for 1860. (See Table 1.) Moreover, when considered as a propor?
tion of the appropriate age cohort these declines appear more significant.

Between 1860 and 1880 the number of youths aged 10 to 19 increased by
26 percent in the state as a whole, and the number of institutions under
Regents' jurisdiction increased by 23 percent, yet the number of students
enrolled in higher study at Regents' institutions declined by 4 percent. As
a result, the estimated proportion of the relevant age cohort who ever
enrolled in higher study declined from 8 percent to 6 percent in these
decades. This relative constriction of access to higher study continued to
at least 1890. Although by that year the number of students pursuing high?

er study at Regents' institutions well-exceeded totals from before the Civil
War, this growth still did not match the growth in the relevant age cohort.
Between 1880 and 1890 the Regents' system experienced a dramatic increase
in the numbers of students attending academies and high schools and pur?
suing higher study. Yet, the estimated proportion of the relevant age cohort
represented by these students still remained slightly below what it had been

in 1860, at 7.5 percent. These figures show that the proportion of youth
aged 10 to 19 who pursued higher study in New York State declined from
8 percent to 6 percent between 1860 and 1880 and then only partially recov-

ered to 7.5 percent in 1890.30 (See Table 2.)
Overall, the data demonstrates that immediately after implementation of the preliminary examination system, Regents' institutions experi?
enced significant declines both in the total numbers of students they enrolled
and in the numbers of students they enrolled in higher study. This depression in higher school enrollments occurred in spite of increases in the num?
ber of high schools and academies in operation and in spite of increases in

the relevant age cohort. Although there is no way to demonstrate direct
causation of these declines by the new examination policy, the immediacy
of the declines and the Regents' own speculations on the matter strongly
support that conclusion. Much as critics of the early examination predicted, in other words, the Regents' effort to raise academic standards was suc?
cessful, but that effort seems to have dissuaded some students from attending
higher schools and pursuing higher study.

30Ibid. Also, U.S. Department of Interior, Eighth Census, Tenth Census, and Report on
Population ofthe United States at the Eleventh Census: 1890, Part II (Washington, D.C.: Gov?
ernment Printing Office, 1897). See note 23.
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This constriction of access was temporary.
depression in student enrollments continued
the first year of examination, to at least 188
considered in relation to the total number of y

ment, the constriction in higher school enr
1890, a period of nearly 25 years. After 1890
proportion ofthe 10- to 19-year-old populat
and pursuing higher study regained and even

levels.31

From one perspective the temporary character ofthe decline in high?
er school enrollments may limit its significance. Given the aim of raising
academic standards, for example, a temporary decline in the proportion of
youth pursuing higher study may well have been worth the long-term benefits of improving the quality of higher schooling. Similarly, with respect
to other goals ofthe Regents, such as rationalizing the distribution of state

resources and integrating lower and higher schooling into "one harmonious system," temporary depression in higher school enrollments may well

have been a necessary consequence of standardization.
From another perspective, however, the fact that enrollment in high?
er schooling declined at all is news. It challenges the assumption that the

rise of the public high school in the postebellum period was necessarily
associated with an expansion of student access and opportunity. Moreover,
the point of the present analysis is not just to weigh the consequences of
the Regents' examination system against the goals of its developers, but to

use a knowledge of its consequences to try to understand another phenomenon, the creation of credential markets. The decline in higher school

attendance in New York from 1866 to 1890 provides some new insights
into this process.
In designing the examination system the Regents clearly had the cre?
ation of academic credentials in mind. From the first planning document
in 1864 the Regents spoke of issuing "certificates of academic scholarship"
to students based on their performances on the preliminary exam. Creating a system of certificates and examinations was a necessary but not sufficient condition for creating a credential market, however. In addition to a
supply of credentials there had to be demand. From this perspective, the
effect of the preliminary examination was to reduce access to higher-level
study below existing demand. This restriction of supply in turn had the effect
of creating competition for the credentials the exam conferred. By reducing access to higher study, in other words, the Regents created a creden?
tial market.

31See John L. Rury, "American school enrollment in the Progressive era: An interpre?
tive inquiry," History of Education 14:1 (March, 1985):49-67.
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This competitive demand for credentials i

value of such credentials to students. Apparentl
sion to higher study the social value of academy
had already been established.32 When it came to

however, the value of a credential proved mo

value received explicit attention as part of the R
system of advanced examinations and credential

The Development of Advanced Examinations

As originally presented by the Regents in 18
ination had two main objectives: to increase the
complete courses of higher study and to standar

ing of such courses across institutions. A nu

awarded certificates or diplomas for the comple
study. However, these diplomas were "not unifo
official status beyond that conferred by the aca
that they would be more highly prized and earne
wrote, "if issued by authority and on uniform te
dardized competition would itself increase the h
ferred by the exam, and thus the demand for i
The Regents illustrated the logic of this idea

ence to women. Already women at academies

high ranks as scholars, the Regents declared, "ev
And yet women educated in such institutions di

testimonials equivalent to those awarded by

remarks, the Regents acknowledged first of all t

enrolled in higher study were women and at th
they regarded as one of the reasons for this lop

sumably those males who sought the honor an

academic credentials did not stick around to obta

my or high school offered but left school to ob

recognized credentials conferred by a college
value of a credential depended on acquiring t

"I would distinguish here between the social value of

nomic value of such attendance. See John L. Rury, Education
ing and the Division of Labor in Urban America, 1810-1930

York Press, 1991): 75-89.

^Annual Report ofthe Regents (1868):xx-xxiii.

,4Ibid.

"In 1867, females constituted 52-3% ofthe students that qualified as academic schol?
ars through the Regents examination system. The proportion of total students who were female
may have been higher. Generally, the proportion of students who were female was higher in
urban areas than in non-urban areas.
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recognition as that enjoyed by college degrees. T
the Regents proposed to award such credentials
dards.
This proposal came to little at first. Support proved too slim to withstand opposition to increased Regents' authority that developed both inside
and outside the Regents' system.36 Once urban high schools gained in strength

and numbers in the 1870s, however, the politics ofthe issue changed. In
1874, urban high schools formed an "inter-academic union" to sponsor
competition among their students, and in 1877 this group helped win legislative approval and funding for advanced examinations.37

In achieving this victory, promoters of the advanced examination
translated the objective of achieving universal recognition for academic cre?

dentials into the idea of creating a common academic currency. John E.
Bradley, principal of Albany High School and leading spokesperson for the

inter-academic union, articulated this idea. Speaking to members of the
annual convocation of Regents' institutions in 1877, Bradley described the
chief benefits of the proposed new examination system with reference to

financial markets. In order for a financial note to have value, Bradley
explained, the responsibility ofthe maker ofthe note had to be well-known.
"The unsupported note or bond ofa stranger is worthless paper." Though
"the signature may be genuine" and the signer "able and willing to pay,"
acceptance ofthe note depended on knowledge of its sources. Similarly, in
the case ofa literary institution, the value of its diploma depended on knowl?
edge of that institution's instruction. Such knowledge may well exist among
those that reside in the town or village where the institution is located, "but
beyond the little section where the school is known, the honor of having
graduated from it is about as uncertain as the validity ofa stranger's note."
In Bradley's analysis, then, the value of a diploma depended on creating a
standardized common market of academic credentials.38

Bradley made that argument at a time when national debates over
bimetallism raged and when other forms of commercial regulation were
being considered at both the state and national levels. Bradley's strategy

36Taking advantage of a state constitutional convention called to address suffrage and
finance issues in 1868, some opponents of standardization became involved in a campaign to
eliminate the Board of Regents altogether. The Regents managed to repel this attack on their
existence, but gave up their campaign to institute an advanced examination system at that time.
See the Regents response to the constitutional convention, Annual Report ofthe Regents (1869),

671-9. Also, Herbst, "The Regents," 325. For accounts ofthe larger issues ofthe constitu?
tional convention, see Don C. Sowers, The Financial History ofNew York State from 1189 to
1912 (New York: Columbia University, 1914); and James C. Mohr, The Radical Republicans
and Reform in New York during Reconstruction (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1973).
37These events were recounted by John Bradley in "The Regents Examinations," Annu?
al Report ofthe Regents (1883), 307-312.
38John Bradley, "The Regents Examinations in Academic Studies," Annual Report ofthe
Regents (\%1%)M\-1.
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for standardizing the value of academic certificat
developed in the context of these other debates.

1875, for example, Congress established a sin

nation's currency. This policy aimed at correctin

rency that had occurred in the Depression 18

posal for a single academic standard aimed at incr

credentials. The national currency and bankin

had just been created during the Civil War. In c
federal government aimed at eliminating wide va
rencies issued by different state banks. Thus, in
terms upon which academic credentials were aw

Bradley also articulated a strategy that parall

policies of commercial regulation.39
State-wide Regents' examinations promised t
ization necessary to achieve this greater currenc

from place to place. Beyond increased recogni

however, Bradley also suggested two ways in wh
dentials could have direct exchange value: as s

questionable teachers' certificates granted by
city boards of education," and as "a more unif
factory basis for admission to college." In additi

idea that the advanced exam would have a benefic

selves, as "an incitement to effort" and as an

and coherent courses of study.40
With respect to the aims articulated by Brad

the advanced examination and credential syst
Over time, students across the state completed

tions necessary to acquire advanced Regents' cre
of Bradley and the Regents, however, the creden
inations acquired only limited exchange value, e

al system itself. Moreover, alternative credentia
by most institutions. In these ways the effort t

39Bray Hammond, Banks and Politics in America from
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957); Sidney Ratn

Scylla, The Evolution ofthe American Economy: Growth, Welf

Basic Books, 1979). The first state and national efforts at r
debated in legislatures at the time Bradley made his argu
sional leaders sought to follow the lead of New York State

mission that would regulate incorporation and rate-setting p
railroads. See Lee Benson, Merchants, Framers and Railroads:
Politics, 1850-1881 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Pr
Building a New American State: The Expansion of National Ad

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
^Bradley, "The Regents Examinations in Academic St
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currency of academic credentials, as suggeste
ogy, remained limited in its success.
These advanced examinations were first administered in 1878. Altogether the exams covered twenty-four subject areas, of which students took
up to fifteen. All students seeking to earn Regents' diplomas took exams in
seven subject areas: algebra, plane geometry, physiology, natural philoso?

phy (physics and astronomy), rhetoric and English composition, history
(American and general), and chemistry. Beyond these core subject areas,
students took exams in up to eight additional areas, grouped into three subsets. These subgroups allowed students to follow conventional distinctions

between an "English" course of higher study and a classical course of study,
with some additional allowance for students to elect exams in commercial
subjects and/or modern languages as part of their English course. To pass
the advanced examinations ofthe Regents, students had to answer correctly
75 percent ofthe questions in each subject.41
As with the preliminary examinations, implementation ofthe advanced
examinations did not proceed without opposition. Passive resistance on the
part of institutions and students is indicated by relatively low levels of par?
ticipation. In 1878, the first year in which the Regents administered the

exam, 100 (44 percent) ofthe 226 Regents' institutions then in operation
participated. From these, a total of just 877 students, or less than 3 percent
ofthe total student enrollment in the system and less than 12 percent of
the academic scholars, took some portion of the exam.42
Active opposition to the new examination system came from colleges.

Speaking to the annual convocation of Regents' academies and colleges in
1879, Professor Edward North of Hamilton College praised the new exams
for establishing a common standard for graduation from academies and
union schools and for admission to college. At the same time, however,
North questioned the wisdom of using the exams to award degrees or diplo?
mas. Two issues in particular shaped North's position. First, North assumed
the legislation authorized the Regents to examine students in collegiate
studies as well as in studies preparatory to college. Second, North expressed
concern about the power of the Regents to award diplomas and degrees
that competed with those that colleges awarded. If students could earn a
state-recognized credential on the basis of examination, rather than on the
basis of completion of a college course, the exam might result in reduced
enrollments for the Regents' own member colleges. To pursue such a pol?
icy, North explained, would make the Regents "a house divided against

itself."43

41Annual Report ofthe Regents (1879), xi-xii.
42Ibid.
577-9.

43Edward North, "The Regents' Examinations," Annual Report ofthe Regents (1879),
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This suggestion that the Regents' system of
dentials threatened to compete with the work of

already know about competition between colle
schools in this period. As scholars have often n
had always existed in the content of instruction o
tions.44 What distinguished academies from colleg
were not matters of content, however, but of coh

typically offered instruction in a wide range of s

basis, colleges organized around definite course
degrees of commonly held meaning and value. T

schools succeeded in defining themselves by coher
inducing students to complete those courses, they
colleges. For this reason, the creation of a standar
ing the completion of such a course became a con

Since the jurisdiction ofthe Regents in New
as well as academies and high schools, the Rege

competing interests of these institutions. To do s
a special committee to make revisions in the adva

As a result ofthe committee's recommendations
changes. First, they made it possible for students

the twenty-four subject areas at any of three time

the Regents created an additional credential, calle
tificate," to be awarded for completing the first
Third, the Regents changed the basis upon which
ing to academies and high schools, tying progress
pupil funding to students at each level of exam ac

These changes responded both to resistance

and institutions and to opposition on the part of
it easier for students to complete full sets of exa
amount of time. Second, they provided increased
tion in the exams, both in the form of per-pupil f
and in the form of a more readily obtainable inte
students. Third, creation of the intermediate c

^On the overlap between academies and colleges, see Colin
Populations: A Test ofthe Traditional View (New York: New Y

Bruce Leslie, Gentlemen and Scholars: College and Community in

1917 (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State Universi

The Once and Future School: Three Hundred and Fifly Years of A

York: Routledge, 1996); and Nancy Beadie, "From Academy t
The Genesee Institutions and the Importance of Capital to th
History of Higher Education Annual 14 (1994): 3-2 8.
45Ibid. (1882). In the first year of this new policy, 1880per student for those having passed the preliminary examina
the intermediate level ofthe advanced examinations, and $1
full set of advanced exams and acquiring a Regents diploma.
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cutting competition with colleges by providin
serve as a conduit to college attendance rather

later explained by a leader ofthe Regents' con
ommended creation of intermediate certifica
be the basis of admission to colleges."46
Results of these efforts to increase accept
tions were mixed. When it came to participat
the reforms introduced by the Regents from
ed effect. In 1880-81, the first full year in wh

funding to performance on advanced exam

institutions in operation had students who pa
intermediate level, up from 44 percent in 187
reported at least one student who passed an a
subject area in that year.47 (See Table 4.)
Beyond increasing the participation of ins
procedures also made it easier for students to

inations and earn Regents' credentials. In 1879

which students succeeded in earning advan

awarded 87 intermediate certificates and 55 d
ures more than doubled, to 214 intermediate
Although these numbers still represented a v
scholars eligible to take advanced exams (2.4 p
tively of the students qualified as academic sc

numbers and proportions continued to incr

earned intermediate certificates and 614 earn
5.8 percent of academic scholars, respectively
demic scholars earned intermediate certificat

of academic scholars earned diplomas.48 (Se

The numbers of students earning credenti

those students across institutions both chang

26 percent of all Regents' academies and un
earned intermediate certificates, but by 18

enrolled such students. At the diploma level fe

dents who acquired Regents' credentials, bu

of institutions still increased over time. In 188
tutions enrolled students earning diplomas. B
in 1890 this proportion reached 63 percent.49

^Ibid. (1883),335-6. To further accommodate this pu
students could substitute examinations in Latin and Gre
advanced examinations.
47Ibid, (1886).
48Ibid. (1882, 1886, 1891).

49Ibid.
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Table 4

Participation in Advanced Examinations
by Institutions

Source: Annual Report ofthe Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York

(Albany, 1879; 1882; 1886; 1891, Vol. 3).
'The figures reported here refer to the number of institutions with students who earned inter?
mediate certificates and diplomas, not to the total number of students who earned such cre?
dentials (See Table V). In the first year in which the Regents administered advanced examinations,

1878, no Regents credentials were awarded to students.

Table 5

Completion of Advanced Examinations
by Students

Source: Annual Report ofthe Regents ofthe University ofthe State ofNew York

(Albany, 1882; 1886; 1891, Vol. 3).

These figures indicate that at a minimum Regents' credentials had
gained some level of recognition and common meaning across institutions

and locales by the mid-1880s. This is important because according to the
logic ofthe exams' promoters, the value of credentials depended precisely
on the extent to which strangers as well as neighbors recognized their value
outside the locale in which students lived and studied. As the principal of
Waterford Union School explained to his students in 1882, "We may think,
and you may believe that what you do here is recognized throughout the
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state, but outside of our village we are not know
that you have got a certificate somewhere, but w
The common meaning of Regents' credentials

necessarily mean, however, that local institution
examinations as their own standard of academic a

with the preliminary examinations, many Re
schools continued to promote and graduate st

the advanced examinations, despite the fact tha
adhere to Regents' standards. In a survey of R
schools conducted in 1881, leaders ofthe Regen
only 19 (26 percent) ofthe 74 respondents, or 8
the system, had adopted the advanced examinati
of promotion and graduation.51
The low level of adoption of Regents' standard

and high schools corresponded to a lack of re

dentials by other New York institutions as well.
low level of acceptance of Regents' standards, re
vey identified a lack of recognition of Regents' cr

teacher certification agencies, and colleges. As s

ting, the Waterville Union School principal w

virtually all principals agreed that a formal arr
with the Superintendent of Public Instruction t
exams to levels of certification for teaching. Be

credentials for this purpose, academy and un
demanded that Regents' credentials be accepte

to other higher educational institutions in the s

to Cutting, the principals requested that all instit

ed" to accept Regents' certificates, pass-cards, an

value, in lieu of any examination in the subje

further on this issue at the convocation of Rege

where members discussed the results of the s

plained that he had encouraged his students to p
cate on the grounds that it would be recognized
point is that the Regents' certificates do not ye
even in the state ofNew York."53

In response to such complaints, the Secretary
pointed out that acceptance of Regents' crede
involved larger issues of jurisdiction among inst

Secretary Murray explained, derived their author

50Ibid. (1883), 334.
SIIbid., 322-8.
52Ibid., 327.

"Ibid., 334.
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set of entrance examinations from the law, not s
the state superintendent. With regard to colleges
had indicated a willingness to accept intermediat
of admission in lieu of their own examinations, a

of the colleges would come to some agreement

ing year. Clearly, however, Murray expected suc
on a voluntary basis, not through state directive.5
As the comments ofthe secretary and of other

convocation make clear, the exchange value of
tials within the educational system had not ye
Subsequent remarks by members ofthe Regents'
this uncertainty continued through the mid- 188
one high school principal who generally suppor

tion system declared that while institutions receiv
funding, the student had little incentive for ach

cation are encouraged to have these students o

offers of gifts of money, but in general ask stu
tage of holding a certificate, and they cannot nam
the preliminary certificate became a qualification
school, the exchange value of advanced certificat

anything, the relationship between high scho
entrance became more confused as the Regen
between an "academic" diploma and a "college
though the less demanding intermediate certif

admission requirements of most New York colleg
This continued confusion over the exchange va
credentials within the education system constitu
examination system in important respects. In his
examinations in 1877, John Bradley identified th

of Regents' credentials for teacher certificatio

among its chief benefits. More broadly, the Rege
role as examiners with the idea that standardized

all kinds and levels of schooling into "one great a
As articulated in their original planning documen
nations would be highly articulated with levels o
would determine student advancement from one

Despite concerted efforts to gain more univer

standards, however, the Regents never acquired th
ity to determine student promotion.

S4Ibid., 335.

"Ibid (1884), 186.
56Ibid. (1883).
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In addition to this lack of authority, lim

included the circulation of alternative credenti

sal participation in advanced examinations had
academies and high schools continued to awar
diplomas on their own terms. In a count of su

1890, the Regents found that students earn
school-based diplomas as compared with 1,

ly, the Regents had failed to make high school
At the same time as the existence of alternative credentials demonstrates a failure to achieve uniformity, it also suggests a failure in the logic
ofthe Regents' and John Bradley's arguments for standardization. Accord?
ing to Bradley's arguments, standardization should have given credentials
currency and value by ensuring their common meaning from place to place.
In theory, in other words, the currency ofa diploma depended on common
academic standards. In practice, however, it appears that the currency of

diplomas may actually have depended on a lack of common meaning and
standards from place to place. If New York academies and high schools had
not continued to enjoy the prerogative of awarding their own certificates
and diplomas on their own terms, it is unlikely that they would have gone
along with the Regents' examination and credential system at all.
This lesson in the limits to raising academic standards is worth keeping in mind with reference to current efforts at standardization. Pressure
to undercut high standards came not only from constituencies seeking wider
distribution of the benefits of higher schooling, but from institutions that
sought to protect their own prerogatives for determining academic stan?

dards. From this perspective the limits to standardization were political.
On the other hand, viewed from the perspective of supply and demand, a
kind of system-level limit to the enforcement of higher academic standards
also existed. Quite simply, credentials awarded on the basis ofthe high stan?
dards set by the Regents proved too rare to serve as a common currency
for the system as a whole. The existing educational system would collapse
if operated on a currency in such short supply, just as the postbellum mar?
ket economy would collapse if restricted to the circulation of specie rather
than that of paper currency.
Conclusions

This account ofNew York's attempt to create a standardized exam?
ination and credential system illuminates a number of important issues
about the emergence of credential markets. First, New York's attempt to
standardize academic achievement was associated with a twenty-year decline

"Ibid. (1891), 2489.
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in the numbers of students attending higher institu
er study. Contrary to this finding, scholars exami
ondary schooling have often noted an "explosion" i
schools and high school students nationwide betwee
image of growth in secondary schooling is based on
in tax-supported high schools, however, rather tha
includes academy enrollments. When the rise ofthe

school of the late nineteenth century is examin

academies, some new perspectives on the history of
Declines in the numbers of students enrolled in a

and pursuing higher study may have been particul
York due to its well-developed academy system and
examination system instituted there. Nonetheless,
to suggest that the rise ofthe high school in the po
ilar effects elsewhere. Where state-wide examinati

individual high school admission exams were, es
over, where district-based grammar schools and
tance at an earlier date than in New York (as in
have operated much as did academies during the
sachusetts, for example, Maris Vinovskis found tha
enrollments were much higher than previously tho

Vinovskis and William Reese found that schools in s

higher proportions of students enrolled in high

schools in larger towns and cities. This suggests th
high schools in the mid- to late-nineteenth centur
reduced access to higher level study in other states
A second issue illuminated by the New York cas
of this decline in access to the creation of credentia

tion of access to a level below existing demand had
competition for credentials that mediated that acces
academies had already built a broad clientele for hig
words, that the raising of academic standards prod
dent culture and a valuable academic credential.
This point about the importance of restricted supply to the creation
of credential markets matches David Labaree's account ofthe logic of cre-

dentialism. Both in his study of the Central High School of Philadelphia
and in his analysis of the consequences of the "credentials race," Labaree
emphasizes the ways in which the pressure to maintain the market value of

58In his discussion of educational credentialing in the United States, for example, David

Hogan notes the dramatic increase in high school enrollments between 1870 and 1900 and
says "Predictably, the number of public high schools and high school enrollments exploded."
Hogan, "'To Better Our Condition,'" 251.
59Reese, Origins and Vinovskis, "Have We Underestimated?"
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credentials as a means of social mobility co

moting democratic equality.60 The creation o
tem provides an illustration of this phenome
as pressure to expand student access to higher

goal of preserving the social distinctions co

Central High School of Philadelphia, so in New

ing academic standards through competitiv

the goal of achieving universal adoption of th

promotion.
In effect the Regents' efforts at standardizing academic credentials
resulted in a two-tiered credential system, one local and one translocal. This
two-tiered system gained significance in the late 1880s and early 1890s as
more cities and towns experienced political pressures to increase access to
higher schooling and the credentials they conferred. In Rochester, for exam?

ple, the high school dropped its Regents' standards of admission in 1883
in response to demand for access. The principal ofthe high school threat-

ened to reinstate the Regents' exam in 1887 in order to handle the overcrowding that resulted. Instead, however, the school went to double sessions,
and eventually the city responded by building additional high schools.61 The

Regents' examination system provided a means for Rochester to expand
high school enrollments while preserving the social distinctions conferred
on some students. Labaree recounts a very similar process of academic stratification in Philadelphia in the 1880s.62
At the same time that this account of the Regents' examination sys?
tem matches other accounts ofthe history of credentialism, however, it differs somewhat in its account of why credential markets emerged when they

did. When it comes to explaining the emergence of credentials markets,
scholars have so far sought explanations in two main directions: in the rela?
tionship between high schools and colleges and in the relationship between

schooling and the labor market. Presumably, with the growth in higher
education and industrialization after the Civil War, students increasingly
sought competitive academic credentials as a means of distinguishing them?
selves for college admission and employment.

Other considerations suggest that these factors are insufficient to
explain the emergence of credential markets. First, with respect to colleges,
it is clear that in the late nineteenth century very few if any colleges held

to standards of admission as high as a diploma from a competitive urban

60Labaree, Making; idem., How to Succeed.

61M. Lucille Bowen, "The Rochester Free Academy," in The History of Education in
Rochester: Selected Articles on Rochester History, ed. Blake McKelvey (Rochester, N.Y.: Rochester

Historical Society, 1939): 74-100.
"Labaree, How to Succeed, 102-9.
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high school.63 Second, with respect to the labor m

majority of high school students and graduates f

end of the century were women.64 Although w
employment as teachers, these employment op
the extent of female achievement in high scho
examining the relationship between female sec

division of labor in cities, John Rury found virtu
labor markets and high school participation amon

These considerations suggest that the proces
emergence of credential markets bear further stu
ed here is intended to contribute to that examination. The New York case
suggests that far from an increase in the number of students who sought
exit credentials, higher schooling in the 1860s suffered from the relatively

small number of students able and willing to complete courses of higher
study. Moreover, the lack of clear distinctions among different kinds of
institutions meant that competition to enroll such students was fierce. Col?
leges and academies, high schools and normal schools, universities and pro?
fessional schools, all competed to enroll the same small number of students.
The increased strength and numbers of public high schools after the Civil
War aggravated this competition. In this context a common system of standardized credentials promised to increase incentives for students to com?
plete courses of higher study and to rationalize relationships among different
kinds of institutions, thereby reducing competition among institutions for

students. In effect, the arena of competition in higher schooling would
change, from one in which institutions competed for students to one in
which students competed for access to higher schooling and for the acquisition of academic credentials.
This account differs from other explanations of the rise of credentialism in that it locates much ofthe impetus for the creation of credentials
markets within the educational system itself rather than in external market

forces. One of the most interesting aspects of the New York case is the
degree to which proponents made the creation of such a currency of cre?
dentials an explicit objective of standardization. Despite this self-conscious

strategy for creating a credential market, however, proponents did not
achieve the kind of translocal common market for academic credentials they

"Edward A. Krug emphasized this point in The Shaping of the American High School,

1880-1920 (Madison: University ofWisconsin Press, 1969), 123-45.

Mln 1860, before the shift to the high school as the dominant model of higher school?
ing, women constituted 52% ofthe qualified academic scholars in New York academies and
high schools. In 1870, after implementation ofthe preliminary exam, the female proportion
of total academic scholars had risen to 56%. By 1885 women constituted 58% of qualified
academic scholars state-wide, with the proportion reaching as high as 62-65% in most cities.
6SSee Rury, Education and Women's Work, 16-24 and 49-75.
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envisioned. This fact suggests the possibility t
credentials on labor markets and within the e
been more a consequence of the creation of a
precursor. In other words, a strategy that deve
nalizing relationships among institutions may
of controlling competition on labor markets.

The chronology of this movement towar

the development of state regulatory powers i
my. As historian Stephen Skowronek argued
powers at the national level and as other scho
ticular states and economic sectors, excessive
tion in the terms upon which banks and othe
since the Jacksonian era led to great market
porate leaders themselves, as well as reformer
address the instability that resulted by estab
power to regulate the terms of competition.
from this perspective of political economy, th
at least in New York, a leader in the developm

other economic sectors as well, follows man

and patterns as those in banking, railroads, a

the New York case also suggests that educa

in other segments of the economy when prom
Moreover, despite the limits of its success, N

ization in education can be said to have achiev
allel efforts in other sectors ofthe economy at
contribution ofthe education system to large
economy is worthy of further exploration.66

66Skowronek, Building a New American State. For an

erature on state development see Marc Allen Eisner,

History: Continuity, Change and Regulatory Regimes," Jo

87. Studies of such issues specifically in New York incl
Railroads; Ronald Seavoy, The Origins ofthe American B
port, CT: Greenwood Press, 1982); and L. Ray Gunn, The D
Policy and Political Development in New York State, 180
ty Press, 1988).
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